
 

ALL-NEW JOY WOMEN’S SKI SERIES 

It’s “Super” Easy to Find Your Perfect Balance 
 

The Joy ski collection makes every skiing day a pleasure. The super lightweight ski 

from HEAD has been one of the strongest women’s ski collections for the past six 

years with elegant designs and high-end performance. Both beginners and experts 

are able to find the perfect balance and control with JOY, on the slopes and in deep 

snow. The series has a range of models from beginner to advance. Now, for the first 

time, the Joy series uses LTY TECH. Thanks to the lightest and strongest materials 

in the world, the weight and complexity of the skis have been reduced to only that 

which is necessary.  

 

The new Joy series uses a special light Karuba wood core in combination with 

carbon that runs the full length of the skis. HEAD engineers have created the perfect 

balance in a women’s ski by utilizing the lightest materials possible without 

compromising performance. In addition to Lyt Tech, the Joy series continues to 

improve with technologies such as ERA 3.0 for easier handling, control and an 

instant grip on icy slopes. 

 

 

Incredibly Light, More Balance, Unmatched Control 

 

Thanks to Karuba, carbon and Graphene layers inside the ski, the weight of the Joy 

series has been reduced to a minimum. The unique material mix in the construction 

makes it possible to make the core thinner in the middle and thicker at the tip and tail. 

Therefore, the weight is redistributed and the ski flexes in a way that provides more 

balance. Through the development and refinement of control features such as 

Women Camber and ERA 3.0, Rocker Radius and Rebound, the Joy series provides 

effortless turning and steering, providing direct edge grip, less vibration and 

incredible stability. 

 

The 2019 – 2020 Joy Range  

 

Super Joy  

The Super JOY with its unique superlight construction is the perfect choice for ladies 

who are confident and sporty skiers.  

 

Epic Joy 

With a weight of approximately 2,000 grams, including plate and binding, the Epic 

Joy is the lightest high-performance ski in the world. This ski is recommended for 

experience to expert skiers.  

 

Absolut Joy 

The Absolut Joy is an all-round ski for intermediate skiers. The wood core provides 

even more power. This ski is recommended for women who want to make progress 

quickly.  



 

Total Joy  

The Total JOY is the perfect combination of lightweight, stability and balance. This ski 

is recommended for experienced skiers who like to ski on and off the slopes.  

 

 

EDGE LYT 

A Boot with Perfect Balance 
 

HEAD's LYT ski boot series is constantly innovating and providing better skiing 

experiences with less effort. The latest development is the EDGE LYT ski boot 

series, which ensures a perfect balance between performance, comfort, and 

lightness. 

 

LYT TECH is a completely new design concept for ski boots. For the first time ever, 

Graphene has been injected into the shell. The new Smart Frame design is a 

lightweight shell that has more dynamic rebound and enhances the power and 

performance of any all-mountain skier. 

 

Skiing becomes even easier with LYT TECH's naturally centered and balanced 

stance. From this optimal position, the flexing of the boot has been simplified, making 

it easier to be precise with skiing moments. By using the latest materials and shapes, 

the weight of the ski boot has been reduced by approximately 20%, with 30% more 

power transmission and 40% more restoring force. The direct contact between the 

tongue and the shell of the shoe allows a direct transfer of energy of the skier to the 

ski. With a small forward flex of 5°, skiers transfer enormous power to the ski and feel 

safe thanks to the progressive flex. 

 

 

HI-TOP TECH shell, LIQUID FIT, FORM FIT and PEFECT FIT  

 

With the EDGE LYT ski boots, getting in and out has never been easier. This is 

ensured by the newly developed upper cuff and the lever effect of the HI-TOP TECH 

shell. HI-TOP TECH keeps the tongue of the shoe in the optimum position, ensuring 

comfort when taking the boot on and off.  

 

The EDGE LYT ski boots feature LIQUID FIT, the most versatile, comfortable, and 

high performance shoe adjustment system HEAD has ever developed. The FORM 

FIT plastic formulas provide excellent support and comfort with improved balance 

and control. PEFECT FIT is the most revolutionary system when it comes to the 

comfortable and performance-oriented adaptation of HEAD ski boots.  

 

 

KORE W  

#ToTheKore Uniquely Designed for Freeriding Women 
 



Freeskiing for women is finally at its best! The Kore W has evolved from HEAD's 

original Kore freeride skis with a new innovative chapter. Kore W is a super light ski 

that is uniquely designed for women. This ski is recommended for ambitious to entr-

level freeriders. 

 

With the Kore W, we have stripped down all unnecessary materials and only the 

essentials remain: the core. The revolutionary construction of the Kore omits the 

standard finish and simply uses the underlying lightweight polyester fleece as the top 

surface. This topless tech construction results in the lightest ski in its category. The 

tri-axial carbon lining provides additional torsional stiffness for quick response and a 

fabulous edge grip. 

 

Only the Finest Materials in the Kore W: Graphene, Koroyd and Karuba 
 
The Kore W uses outstanding, innovative materials. Graphene is the strongest and 
lightest material currently known to man. And HEAD engineers use it in the Kore W in 
the tips and tails, making the ski lighter and more responsive in deep snow. Koroyd is 
a honeycomb material in the heart of the KORE W that is light, elastic, strong and 
flexible. The Karuba wood core gives the ski even more lightness and a special 
personality. The perfect ratio of density and weight ensures the ease and balance of 
Kore W. The unique advantage to using Karuba, Koroyd and the Graphene is of 
course optimizing weight distribution and balance to create the lowest possible 
weight.  
 
The 2019 – 2020 Kore W Models 
 
KORE 99W 
Perfect buoyancy in the powder. A lightweight ski uniquely designed for women who 
like powder filled freeriding. 
 
KORE 93 W 
This easy-to turn ski provides effortless fun for your first powder adventures, and will 
leave you craving for more. 
 

LIQUID FIT  
Perfect Boot Customization in Less than Ten Minutes 

 
LIQUID FIT is the most versatile, comfortable and powerful adjustment system HEAD 
has ever developed. The LIQUID FIT material offers a precise and fast individual 
adjustment. It gives a perfect fit to the most important parts of the ski boot - in the 
ankle and in the heel area. LIQUID FIT ensures the performance and precision of a 
Foam Liner and can be fitted in just under ten minutes. 
 
With LIQUID FIT, material can be added or removed at any time. The non-
compressible material is perfect for an individual and comfortable fit. The material 
density improves the heel closure, resulting in a higher performance. 


